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The refuse industry is changing … and 
changing rapidly. New telematics systems 
promise to “evolutionize” how the industry 
works, with new ways to manage routes, 
improve vehicle maintenance and enhance 
operator job satisfaction (see page 3).

New technology is also changing our work, as well. 
Helping us be more efficient and allowing us to 
continuously improve products like the Meridian™ Front 
Loader (page 5) and the ZeroRadius™ Side Loader (page 6).

At McNeilus, we’ve worked hard to be ready for that 
exciting future. We don’t stop at “good enough”—we 
are constantly working to make our vehicles  better, our 
options more robust and our service second-to-none.

We showcased that kind of innovation at WasteExpo  
(page 7), on our website (www.mcneiluscompanies.com) 
and in this newsletter. And we’ll be looking for your 
feedback (page 8), because we know hearing from you 
will make us better.

Regards,

Brad Nelson
President & CEO
Oshkosh Commercial Group
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Better route management. Improved vehicle 
maintenance. Enhanced operator job satisfaction. 

Those are just a few of the ways that new controls and connectivity technologies 
are changing refuse vehicles for the better, according to Bryan Dodds, 
Director of Aftermarket Product Development and Technology at McNeilus.

Those changes will produce significant improvements for drivers, fleet managers 
and owners. Benefits that will, over time, change the way the industry works.

Benefits for the Driver

“Drivers used to get in their truck with a handful of paper sheets showing 
their route,” says Dodds. “Now they can get in their truck and log in, 
and their routes automatically pop up, with turn-by-turn directions.”

The best drivers, he suggests, can now be rewarded for following safety 
guidelines or be provided with highly targeted training opportunities. 

Whether it’s vision systems, telematics, route management 
or fleet management, new electronic innovations are 
changing the way the refuse collection industry works.

McNeilus’ Street Smart Vision 10 system offers 
automatic route updates and turn-by-turn directions.

EVOLUTIONIZING 
THE INDUSTRY

FEATURE STORY

(Continued on page 4)
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EVOLUTIONIZING THE INDUSTRY

“   There’s not a product 
out there today that can focus on 

the the routing, the maintenance 

and the full vision of a fleet like our 

SSV10 onboard computer can.”
–  Bryan Dodds, Director of Aftermarket 

Product Development and Technology

“We’ve seen a lot of customers 
utilize a driver scorecard, so that 
now drivers have an incentive to 
drive more safely and in a way that 
maintains the truck longer,” says 
Dodds. “A lot of our customers are 
now using that scorecard to determine 
bonuses. The best drivers love it.”

Benefits for Route Management 

Managers now know precisely 
where every truck is, all the 
time. Plus, they can be more 
proactive about maintenance.

“They can monitor their hydraulic 
fluid temperatures,” Dodds notes. 
“And before temps escalate and 
start causing issues, they can 
then clean their fluid or they can 
replace the cylinder and avoid 
a truck-down situation.”

Benefits for the Owner

Owners benefit in three key 
ways, according to Dodds.

“Some of the owners are utilizing our 
product as a competitive advantage, 
to make their fleets more efficient and 

reduce their costs,” Dodds 
said. “That’s winning 
them more contracts.”

Second, he notes, 
“… owners recognize that 
their staff needs the right 
tools to perform the best.”

Third, he adds, “Owners 
understand that an 
accident, whether it’s 
their fault or not, can have 
a devastating impact 
on their company. 

McNeilus SSV10

Street Smart Vision™ by McNeilus is the first vision system in the industry to 
combine all the capabilities companies need to leap into the future. It provides 
the industry with a single point of contact for the software, as well as the truck.

It’s a powerhouse, military-grade system that automates all the functions 
you need on a single screen. And it’s being offered in an optional 
subscription program that makes it attractive for fleet managers to 
upgrade their entire fleet at once. Owners may even be able to offset 
their costs with lowered insurance premiums. For a driver, the SSV10 
system eliminates yesterday’s sheaves of paper, rough-drawn maps and 
customer lists, and replaces it with the onboard computer system. 

Advances in vision systems and route 
management technology provide significant 
benefits to operators and fleet owners.

“There have been a number of times 
when drivers have been accused of 
driving recklessly, speeding, causing 
an accident where, because of the 
recorded view of the truck and inside 
the cab, they can save themselves 
from serious issues and potentially 
keep their companies from litigation.”

More Evolution Than Revolution

Advanced telematics is coming to the 
industry, more as an evolution than a 
revolution, changing the way we work 
over time. These changes bring the 
promise of tremendous benefits for 
drivers, fleet management and owners 
alike. And while there are more changes 
to come, many fleets are starting to 
reap these benefits here and now. 
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Meridian 
Front 
Loader
THE BEST ARE 
ALWAYS IMPROVING

Since its launch, the Meridian™ has 
offered a lighter weight front loader 
with the ability to carry a higher 
payload and with the industry’s best 
serviceability. Now the Meridian is even 
better, with enhancements that take 
an already market-leading product to 
a new level. We’ve boosted durability, 
performance and liquid containment 
capability. Upgrades include:  

 ■ Updated canopy and more 
robust windguard design

 ■ Additional top door 
shielding (CNG trucks)

 ■ Redesigned tailgate 
mechanical props

 ■ Relocated tailgate proximity switch

 ■ Reconfigured ejector hose routing

 ■ Headframe and paper screen seal

The enhanced Meridian also 
comes standard with its original 
performance-driven features. The 
clear headframe and relocation of 
hydraulic and electrical components 
improves accessibility, and a flat 
body floor helps improve carrying 
capacity and serviceability of 
underbody components. And 
that’s just the beginning.

The Meridian design also includes 
10,000-pound-rated arms, side-of-body 
electric over hydraulic valves for better 
control and smoother operation, and 
the largest available hopper access 
door. The Meridian also incorporates 
other revolutionary McNeilus 
technology such as McNeilus CODE™ 
(controls on demand environment). 
This simplified CAN-based 

FEATURED PRODUCT

Continuous improvement and customer-driven innovation are two of our top priorities at McNeilus. It’s our way of making sure you’re getting a 
refuse vehicle that will fit what you need, every time. That’s why we’ve been busy pushing the Meridian Front Loader’s performance even further.

▸ For more information on the Meridian, go to www.mcneiluscompanies.com/Meridian 

control system provides superior 
diagnostics and troubleshooting 
capability at your fingertips.

The Meridian can also be equipped 
with compressed natural gas through 
McNeilus CNG Systems and Service. 
And, McNeilus’ Latitude Integration 
option allows the Meridian to connect 
with any brand of front loader 
residential container, including Perkins 
automated container, Curotto-Can™ 
Automated Carry Can, and McNeilus’ 
own Street Smart Carry Can. 
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Featured
Products & Service

Save with Curotto-Can™ automated  
carry can program

Save thousands over buying new with a remanufactured 
Curotto-Can™ automated carry can from Street Smart Parts™. 
Our remanufactured carry cans deliver new-equipment 
reliability at a far lower cost than purchasing new. And you 
can save even more with a core return. Remanufactured 
carry cans include exclusive enhancements such as our 
actuated tarping system, air activated locking system and a 
reinforced wall that improves the structure of the can.  

Keeping you in compliance and on the road

A vital part of ensuring the safety of your natural gas vehicle is 
maintaining the integrity of your CNG fuel system. McNeilus offers a 
full range of services to keep your CNG-fueled vehicles up to speed 
with all local, state and federal regulations. Our services range from 
CNG tank replacements to complete system inspections. 

Boosting strength, serviceability

The Zero Radius™ Side Loader (ZR) has been upgraded to enhance reliability, 
durability, serviceability and appearance. Specific improvements include:

 ■ A stronger arm structure to increase 
durability and life expectancy 

 ■ A redesigned hopper wall to enhance 
service life and durability 

 ■ A reduction in weight 

 ■ Easier serviceability

 ■ Painting process provides better paint 
coverage and a more durable finish   

Already the industry standard for side-loading vehicles, the ZR easily navigates 
narrow streets and alleyways or clearance issues around containers. It can 
handle almost any obstacle a residential refuse truck faces on a daily basis. 

It also features the largest hopper available in its class, with an extremely 
fast pack cycle, keeping the hopper clear at all times. 
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What do you do 
at McNeilus?

I work on trucks in the 
field — from company demo 
campaigns and updates 
to helping customers 
troubleshoot and fix their 
units. I also conduct 
customer technician 
training and internal 
technician training.   

Do you remember the first 
vehicle you worked on?

My first call was to 
Republic Services of San 
Antonio, TX, to help them 
fix a Manual-Automated 
Side Loader unit. I found 
a malfunctioning reach 
sensor and wiring issues 

that caused the arm to not 
work properly. I helped 
them get the truck running 
and back on the road.   

How has your job 
changed from when 
you first started?  

I first started as a Field 
Service Technician and 
traveled to New Mexico, 
Oklahoma, Arkansas, 
Louisiana and Texas to 
help customers with their 
trucks. I worked on units 
with electrical issues and 
on body refurbishments to 
keep their trucks running 
longer. I still work on trucks, 
but I’m more focused on 
field campaigns, updates 

and training nationwide 
wherever I am needed.  

What do you enjoy 
most about your job? 

I enjoy meeting our 
customers and helping 
them get their units up and 
running. I also enjoy seeing 
different parts of the U.S.  

What do you think sets 
McNeilus apart? 

Our customer service 
in the field — from the 
Parts, Sales and Service 
Representatives to our 
Field Service Technicians, 
we have the BEST field 
service in the industry! 

Andy Carrera
Regional Technical 
Communicator –  
Central U.S.

10 years at McNeilus

Trade Show 
Promo/Recap

Performance, service featured at WasteExpo

The Meridian™ Front Loader and Zero Radius™ Side 
Loader are taking center stage for McNeilus at the 
2017 WasteExpo conference and tradeshow in New 
Orleans. Enhancements for both models upgrade 
performance, durability and serviceability. 

McNeilus’ Street Smart is featuring the Curotto-Can™ 
automated carry can program, Street Smart Vision™ 10 
system and Smart Contamination Control — featuring our 
exclusive hydraulic filtration cart and Excalibre™ cylinders. 

Other WasteExpo highlights include:

 ■ McNeilus CODE™, a simplified controls system that offers 
superior diagnostics and troubleshooting capability

 ■ McNeilus CNG Systems and Service, with custom 
system installations featuring Agility CNG fuel systems 

 ■ The Latitude Integration residential collection system, 
which connects the Meridian Front Loader with 
any brand of front loader residential container
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GET IN with Operators’ Club!
At McNeilus, we work as partners with the people who use our refuse 
trucks every day so we can keep providing the support and vehicle 
solutions you need most. That’s why we created the McNeilus Operators’ 
Club! Click the link below to complete a quick survey that will gain 
you exclusive access and earn you perks throughout the year. As 
an added thank you, each completed survey comes with a chance 
to win a die-cast model of the McNeilus Standard Rear Loader.

NWRA Safety Stand Down

The National Waste and Recycling Association (NWRA) 
held its annual Safety Stand Down earlier this year, focusing 
on backing accidents, which are the leading cause of 
preventable deaths for waste and recycling workers, causing 
nearly 30 percent of fatalities in 2015. As part of the event, 
participating companies agreed to post Stand Down 
materials on their websites, in employee meeting rooms and 
on their social media sites. They also promised to share five 
editions of NWRA’s “Safety Monday” flyer with their workers.

Here at McNeilus, we are constantly improving our 
vehicles to protect the health and safety of the people we 
serve. This program is just another way we are working 
with other industry leaders to help keep workers safe. 

New and  
Noteworthy
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McNeilus Dodge Center 
524 East Highway St. 
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Dodge Center, MN 55927 
507-374-6321

www.mcneiluscompanies.com 

www.StreetSmartParts.com 

www.facebook.com/mcneilusrefuse

Parts & Service: 888-686-7278

SHARE
Have your own McNeilus story, picture 
or interesting work highlight to share? 
Send it to us at:  
marketing@mcneilusco.com
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